
superScale 2023

General

There is still a restriction regarding the participating vehicles at the superScale: Wraith and similar 
will not be admitted.
It is about the type of vehicle: Wraith, Yeti, RR - so "Racer".
These do not fit from the concept to the superScale or the scale idea, as it should be implemented at 
the superScale.
In this context, we also do not want to discuss whether a Wraith can be moved slowly and thus also 
scale.
This could also be discussed in relation to buggies, SC, monsters, rally - these are just as not 
allowed within the scope of superScale.

As before, there will be access restrictions for the various scale areas.

The Freescale areas are for vehicles with a total width up to 250mm and max. wheel diameter of 
120mm. Of course, the popular Redrock bridge will be used there as well.

For the Scaleventure Park, vehicles up to 230mm total width and 105mm wheel diameter are 
allowed. Furthermore, only hardbody vehicles (i.e. no Lexan, or similar) are allowed there.
Here, those who build "scale" should be able to let off steam and measure their skills with 
challenging terrain. In order to be able to use here also in peace your board aids.
An appropriately themed and detailed deco will be set up here - but no model building dreamland!

Finally again the reference to a few general rules of conduct on site, so that all can prepare 
themselves already now:

The charging of Li batteries has to be done in appropriate "Safety Bags" and only in the area of the 
paddock.
Flying drones (or other remote-controlled flying objects) for the purpose of taking pictures or 
videos is strictly prohibited!
This applies to the entire area of the Mammut Freizeitpark.

Controlling video cameras (installed in the vehicles) via WiFi connections, e.g. via smartphones, 
should again be avoided, or not be done via 2.4GHz.
Turning off transmitters and vehicles when not in use.

Why all this: for safety reasons and to avoid damage due to radio interference, etc.

Event area

Camping & Offroad Leisure Park Mammut
Leisure park Mammut in Stadtoldendorf
37627 Stadtoldendorf

Parking facilities/ Arrival

We will use the entrance of the leisure park at Linnenkämperstraße on the event weekend - the 
arrival of superScale participants and visitors will be exclusively via this superScale entrance.

Visitors of the leisure park will take another exit at Linnenkämperstraße this weekend.
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Those who are staying directly in the camping area of the leisure park, please approach it via this 
entrance as well!

There will be appropriate signposts from Linnenkämperstraße.

The parking lot for superScale participants and visitors will be located directly to the left in front of 
the superScale entrance (approx.1-3 ha of meadow, depending on demand).
In general, parking is not allowed outside the camping areas and the parking area.
Parking is absolutely prohibited in the entrance and exit to the site.
In the parking area there will be reserved special areas for participants/ visitors with (walking) 
disabilities.

Paddock

Pavilions (max. 3x3m) can be set up again without charge in the paddock area.
Reservations for stands are not possible - we ask to note this.
The paddock will be opened for participants on Friday at 3pm.
There will be a loading and unloading zone in the parking area to unload pavilions, etc. and reload 
them on departure.

Opening hours 2023

Friday, May 26, 2023
Paddock open from 3pm.
All other areas are closed.

Saturday, May 27, 2023: 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
All areas open, lunch break from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. (all areas closed, track maintenance).

Competition times (driving windows) Scale Challenge are:
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., awards ceremony 5:00 p.m.
Outside of the above competition times, these areas may not be driven on.

The Show&Shine competition will take place from 12 to 14 o'clock in the freescale area (closed off 
open area). 
The award ceremony will take place together with the Challenge award ceremony at 5 pm.
Outside the mentioned competition time, the special area may not be ridden on.

Sunday, May 28, 2023: 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
All areas open, lunch break from 12:30 to 13:30 (all areas closed, track maintenance).

Special area for construction machinery / trucks suitable for 
construction sites 

For interested superScale participants with construction machinery and trucks suitable for 
construction sites (tipper function, etc.) in scale 1:16 to 1:12, we have reserved a specially reserved 
area in the over 3000m² Freescale area. 
The reserved "construction machinery area" itself always remains closed to all other vehicles!
Whether plastic or full metal - whether electric or additionally hydraulically operated - that is open -
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only the model scale must fit.

Scale Challenge Competition

A "Challenge" with 260 mm gate width will be held.
Use of aids, such as winch or sand plates, etc. are not allowed.

The participation requirements of the vehicles for the Challenge, see separate PDF file (no change 
to 2022).

Challenge tickets will be offered - as in 2022 - only in a limited number per driving window via the 
ticket store.
The tickets and their number will only be activated in the store at a later date - i.e. not yet at the start
of advance sales on March 4, 2023.

The consecutive ticket numbers are also the starting numbers.
Participants can find out their individual start time on Saturday (ticket number / driving window) 
from Friday 26 May onwards on site at the Orga/Info tent.

Each Challenge participant must be at the competition pavilion at least 5 minutes before the start for
the briefing.
Otherwise the starting place can be given to the following participant to ensure a smooth course of 
the competition.

Each rider can start only once.
Multiple participation in the same competition is possible for vehicles but not for drivers, i.e. the 
individual participant.
Or in other words: It is the participants who register, not the vehicles.
Only exception: accepted, technical defect.
If someone drops out because of technical defect, it is possible to participate again under the 
following conditions:
- The technical defect has been detected by an official helper of the superScale.
- At the next upcoming driving window a new start is possible, if no other participant is "taken 
away" a starting place.

There will be a maximum allowed drive-through time. 
This will be calculated in a way that the trail can still be passed in "scale" speed - speeding is not 
allowed ;)
This will ensure that the last vehicle can also pass the finish within the driving window.

Show & Shine Competition

The participation requirements of the vehicles for the Show&Shine competition, see separate PDF 
file.
The superScale team reserves the right to exclude vehicles that do not meet the defined 
requirements from participation on the day of the event.

Vehicles will be entered for a separately judged car or truck class.
One booking per vehicle is required. 
Tickets can be booked at the start of presale on March 4, 2023.
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The consecutive ticket numbers are also the starting numbers.

Tickets will be issued for a short vehicle description. 
This can be filled out by the Show&Shine participants and placed with the vehicle as information 
(e.g. self-build, functions, construction period, prototype, special features) for the audience.

The vehicles can be driven on Saturday starting from 12 o'clock into the open area closed off in the 
Freescale area and must be presented there then until 14 o'clock.
The superScale participants can vote for their favorite vehicles during this period. 
For this purpose, all superScale participants will be given scoring chips at the cash desk on site in 
addition to the participant wristbands - one each in the different color for cars and trucks. 
These chips can then be inserted until 2 p.m. into the "voting bins" (with the corresponding ticket 
number) set up at each vehicle.

The award ceremony for each class will then take place together with the award ceremony for the 
superScale Challenge at 5 pm.
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